
MFS DATANET
MEMORANDUM

To:

	

Steve Luginbill

From: John Hardie

cc :

Date: January 20, 1994

Subj : UUNET Contract Summary

Listed below are the significant points of the UUNET contract with MFS Datanet .
The contract was signed by Rick Adams, Dean Rossi and Scott Yeager on
December 23, 1992 .

- Datanet will provide UUNET with a 10 Mbps Ethernet connection between nine
cities: Chicago, New York, Boston, Atlanta, Washington DC, Houston, Dallas,
Los Angeles and San Francisco .

- UUNET will colocate with MFS in each city, with terms defined by separate
colocation agreements .

- The first three UUNET connections, Washington, New York and Chicago, will be
turned up on the Datanet National Backbone on February 1, 1993 . The remaining
six cities will be available to UUNET for turn up by March 1, 1993 .

- UUNET will turn up all nine cities by September 1, 1993 .

- The term of the service is one year, beginning September 1, 1993 .

- The total price for the nine city network is $63,000 monthly plus a $1,000 one-
time installation charge in each city . Billing for the service will proceed as follows :

Cities 1-3 $4,667 each $14,000 total
Cities 4-8 $7,000 each $35,000 total
City 9

	

$14,000

	

$14,000 total

Total Monthly Charge :

	

$63,000



- In addition, cities 4-9 will be charged at a discounted rate of $4,000 per
connection for a grace period of 90 days after initial UUNET acceptance of service
at each connection . This "ramp up" period is only offered for connections installed
prior to September 1, 1993 .

- If UUNET cannot implement all nine cities by September 1, 1993 the monthly
recurring charge for each city will increase by $2,000 retroactive to the install date
in each city .

- In addition to the flat monthly charge, there is a usage-sensitive component to the
billing that is to be implemented by September 1, 1993 . The usage sensitive
component kicks in after the aggregate UUNET traffic between the nine cities
exceeds 9Mbps .



MASTER SERVICE AGREEMENT

MFS Datanet, Inc . will provide a Virtual Ethernet backbone to UUNET Technologies, Inc . (UUNET) that car
burst to 10 Mbs between 9 MFS on net cities at the charges indicated in this agreement . This agreement
represents special terms and conditions that address the unique requirements of UUNET . This agreement applies
only to the MFS DATANET National Network connections .

The MFS Datanet demarcation point will be the female Ethernet AUI interface into MFS Datanet's equipment . Is
each city, UUNET will co-locate with MFS at either the MFS node or an MFS P.O.P ., so UUNET will only
have to extend the cable within the node or P .O.P. UUNET must sign a colocation agreement for a mutually
agreed upon site. There will be no additional access charges for inter-connecting to the national network . 11
UUNET choose to locate equipment in a non-MFS facility, UUNET will incur costs for network inter-
connection . MFS Datanet will be responsible for providing 7 x 24 hour maintenance and network monitoring of
the service as part of the monthly recurring charges .

The Ethernet backbone will interconnect Chicago, New York, Boston, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., Houston,
Dallas, Los Angeles and San Francisco at a burst data rate up to 10 Mbps per connection for the aggregate cost of
$63,000/month for the nine connections plus usage sensitive component as defined below to be implemented by
September 1, 1993 . There is a one time non-recurring charge of $1,000 per city at the time of installation for
each connection to the national network .

The usage sensitive component will be calculated by counting traffic delivered in bits per second to the MFS
Datanet/UUNET Ethernet interface in each city . UUNET will pay a premium above the monthly recurring
$63,000 rate under the following conditions : UUNET will pay $4.80 per 128 Kbps of bandwidth measured above
the 9 Mbps average between cities on any 20 minute time interval in each month . A maximum of 400 of those
intervals with the largest usage that burst above the 9 Mbps average between cities will be counted each month .
The total fixed and usage based costs will not exceed $180,000 per month . Further MFS DATANET will allow
UUNET to convert to fixed rate pricing at any time during the contract . Once executed the fixed pricing will be in
effect for a twelve month period. Alternatively, at any time, UUNET has the option to convert nine on net cities
to a fixed rate of $118,000/month, for a one year term . The time sampling methodology and accounting
procedures will be mutually agreed to by UUNET and MFS DATANET and covered in a separate addendum on
or before July 1, 1993 .

This agreement will supersede the prior agreement for UUNET service between New York, Chicago, and
Washington, D .C. as of February 1, 1993, when the National Network 10 Mbps Ethernet backbone becomes
available in these three cities . The remaining six cities will be available to the National Network backbone March
1, 1993. UUNET will be required to implement nine cities on the National Network 10 Mbps Ethernet backbone
by September 1, 1993 to achieve the special pricing offered below .

The UUNET upgrade to the National Network 10 Mbps backbone service to New York, Chicago, and
Washington, D .C. is $14,000/month . Each of the five cities added to the national Network thereafter will be
assigned a $7,000/month charge . City nine (estimated as San Francisco) will be added on at $14,000/month to
achieve the nine-city/$63,000 commitment. If UUNET cannot implement all nine cities by September 1, 1993,
the monthly recurring charge for each installed city will automatically increase by $2,000 retroactively to the
UUNET install date in each city . UUNET shall assign an implementation schedule for each city as part of this
agreement as identified in Attachment A .

MFS Datanet will offer connectivity to Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Baltimore, as they become
available for full speed capability at $6,500/month and "ramp-up" charges at $4,000/month. Santa Clara will be
assigned a $7,000/month charge for full speed capability and $4,000/month for "ramp up" . The installation dates
of these cities are pending MFS Datanet approval .



Master Service Agreement (continued)
Page Two

MFS Datanet agrees to extend discounted pricing to accommodate a "ramp up period" for UUNET in each city .
Cities 4 - 9 will reduce to $4,000/month/per city, for a grace period of 90 days, effective from the UUNET
installation date in each city . These discounted charges apply only to service ordered prior to September 1, 1993 .
The incremental charges for the usage sensitive component of this service will not begin until September 1, 1993 .

The terms of this agreement commences on September 1, 1993 for a one year term .

Termination Liability

UUNET may cancel service before September 1, 1993 with no termination liabilities . MFS Datanet must receive
30 day written notification from UUNET for cancellation of service .

This agreement is entered into between MFS Datanet, Inc . and UUNET on this 23rd day of December, 1992.

UUNET Technologies, INC



Attachment
Virtual 10 Mbps Ethernet Backbone

NATIONAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Number of Cities In Service Date
3 February 1, 1993
4 March 1, 1993
9

	

September 1, 1993
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